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Aquobex demonstration flood-resilient building
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TESTING THE

WATER
Following widespread flooding, attention has now
turned to how to make new homes developments
more flood resilient. ROGER HUNT looks at some
of the building and landscaping techniques being explored
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BELOW Indicative diagram showing
the movement of Baca’s Amphibious
House in medium and high
flood events
BOTTOM Water is retained in a basin
at Cambourne, Cambridgeshire.
OPPOSITE PAGE
TOP Baca’s Amphibious House –
Internal view of the open-plan living
space looking towards the River Thames
BOTTOM LEFT Garden view visual
of the completed design of Baca’s
Amphibious House
BOTTOM RIGHT Tarmac Building
Products has developed a lightweight
renovating plaster suited to flood
risk properties
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The wettest winter since records began, 8,800
flood claims equating to £193m between 23
December and 8 January, 5,800 properties
flooded. These statistics from the Met Office,
Association of British Insurers and Environment
Agency are unlikely quickly to be forgotten and
issues relating to flooding and housebuilding are
now firmly on the agenda.
Proposals for homes that are to be built in areas
at risk are sure to be subjected to intense scrutiny,
with stringent flood mitigation demanded. Upstream
developments will see sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) required to minimise water runoff that
contributes to flooding, while the Code for Sustainable
Homes (CfSH) contains elements of flood protection
and flood damage prevention.
Sustainable Homes, an environmental benchmarking
consultancy, has trained and qualified hundreds
of assessors for the CfSH. It also runs SHIFT, an
environmental benchmarking scheme for social
landlords. As part of the scheme, flood risk data for
just short of one million homes in the UK is collected.
Richard Lupo, a sustainability consultant at
Sustainable Homes, says sometimes flood issues

are not known about or considered unless planning
authorities raise them. “To comply with CfSH,
developers have to commission a hydrologist to
calculate flood risk, the amount of extra surface
runoff water and to specify SuDS. Developers will
then have to implement actions to counter any
negative surface water effects.”
Lupo believes that developers appear not to want to
incur this cost as it is not in building regulation. “It’s
perceived as an extra unnecessary cost from which
they get no benefit. If the ground is impermeable clay,
the costs of mitigation can be quite high.
“From our SHIFT work we have found that around
80% of social homes are built to CfSH standard with
the remaining to lower, building regulation standard.
It’s not certain whether flood risk mitigation would have
been taken into account for these 20%. Furthermore,
our research found that around 20% of homes are
built in medium or high flood risk areas. If these are
the same homes that weren’t built to CfSH, then there
is trouble in store.”
Changes in the insurance sector, scheduled for
2015, will introduce a new levy to homes in flood risk
areas, so the development of resilient buildings is
critical in giving security to property owners and
helping them to achieve better insurance premiums.
BRE, flood risk management company Aquobex and
Baca Architects, specialists in waterfront architecture
and flood-resilient developments, are jointly working to
develop a demonstration flood-resilient building for the
BRE Innovation Park in Watford. Featuring the latest
flood protection products, the building is designed
to showcase innovative materials including waterresistant nano coatings, fire- and flood-resistant
boarding, automatic flood guards, and water-resistant
cavity wall insulation. The perimeter of the building will
be set within a water-resistant tank that will actively be
flooded on a daily basis to showcase a range of
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“For a home built using a water exclusion strategy,
the expected amount of leakage into the fabric of
the building is minimal. Because of this the DCLG
recommends the use of aircrete blocks. Although
they may retain moisture for longer than traditional
mortar, they allow less leakage.”
According to the Brick Development Association
(BDA), laboratory tests and experiential evidence
has demonstrated that clay bricks offer a high
performance in terms of resilience and they are well
rated for water penetration, drying ability and retention
of pre-flooded dimensions and integrity.
Internally, gypsum plasters suffer in flooding
because of their hygroscopic nature and invariably
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technologies. One room within the building will feature
a fully floodable working kitchen that can be viewed
through a glass floor on the floor above.
Another of Baca’s projects is the Amphibious House.
This was first featured in Show House as a concept
in 2012 and is now being constructed on the banks
of the River Thames in Marlow, Buckinghamshire,
on a site designated as Flood Zone 3b (functional
floodplain) and a conservation area. The 225m² house
is set just 10m from the river’s edge and has been
designed to cope with up to 2.5m of floodwater.
It rests on the ground on fixed foundations but,
whenever a flood occurs, the entire building rises up in
its dock and floats there, buoyed by the floodwater.
Building an amphibious home currently costs around
20-25% more than a similar sized house but this might
be a price worth paying for the peace of mind it
affords. “There’s no reason the Amphibious House
could not be built on a larger scale, whereby dwellings
are linked together in terraces or a whole development
of amphibious houses,” says Robert Barker, a director
at Baca Architects.
Guidance on flood-resilient constructions was last
given by the Department of Communities and Local
Government in 2007 in its document, Improving the
flood performance of new dwellings: flood resilient
construction. Advice is based on two strategies: water
exclusion and water entry.
“For both strategies masonry is the preferred
building material, as it is not made from materials that
have the potential to rot and lose performance when
wet,” explains Cliff Fudge, technical director at aircrete
manufacturer H+H. “The type of mortar utilised in
masonry constructions can also help with keeping
water out of a property. The DCLG’s document says
‘there is evidence that thin layer mortar construction is
a good flood resilience option’; this is more commonly
referred to as the thin-joint method of building.
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have to be stripped out after water damage.
Traditional lime plasters are more robust. With this
in mind, Tarmac Building Products has developed a
lightweight renovating plaster: Limelite. This replaces
the sand commonly found in lime plasters with
expanded perlite to create a lightweight version with
fibres to reduce cracking.
Flooding has many causes but one factor can
be water coming up from underneath the house
when the water table rises. Nick Smith, business
development manager–waterproofing at SIG
Construction Accessories, says that the vast majority
of British homes are simply not built to deal with
rising groundwater. “Properties with more costeffective block and beam flooring systems are highly
susceptible, but even with a single concrete slab
there will be venting around the side that water can
easily penetrate.”
Where homes have a continuous damp proof
membrane, water can rise over damp proof course
level, at which point the property will flood. Smith
suggests that the cavity tray could be positioned
higher up with the membrane brought up inside
the wall to meet it, therefore raising the protective
shield to a much higher level. “Combined with
defences like flood-gate stanchions, this would
create a truly impermeable barrier, which I believe
could prevent flooding in around 90% of homes,
even in extreme conditions.”
Managing water on site is a key concern if flooding is
to be avoided, and numerous SuDS techniques are
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FURTHER INFORMATION
A simple guide to Sustainable Drainage Systems
for housing, published by NHBC Foundation
www.nhbcfoundation.org
National SuDS Conference, Northampton, 24-25
June www.sudssource.org
Susdrain SuDS community www.susdrain.org

ACO www.aco.co.uk
Aquobex www.aquobex.com
Baca www.baca.uk.com
BDA www.brick.org.uk
BRE www.bre.co.uk
H+H www.hhcelcon.co.uk
Interpave www.paving.org.uk
SIG Construction Accessories www.sig-ca.co.uk
Sustainable Homes www.sustainablehomes.co.uk
Tarmac Building Products www.limeliteplaster.co.uk

Read Roger Hunt’s blog: www.huntwriter.com
or follow him on Twitter @huntwriter
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being embraced by a growing number of developers
and local authorities to meet local planning policies
and sustainability criteria, including the CfSH.
Implementing the sustainable drainage elements of
the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 formally
has been less straightforward but it is thought they will
become mandatory later this year.
Chris Hodson, an architect and consultant with
Interpave, the trade association for precast concrete
paving in the UK, says that, according to the draft
National Standards, to comply with the Act a drainage
system will need to be designed so that surface water
runoff is managed at its source and on or near the
surface. “This approach will require a departure from
some of the over-engineered, deep storage solutions
seen on some recent schemes claiming to be SuDS.
Here, concrete block permeable paving is ideally
suited to treatment and storage near the surface and
is set to play an important role in the future.”
At water management company ACO, Steve
Hollamby, commercial director, explains there is
no one-size-fits-all approach to SuDS. “Although
vegetative SuDS are seen by some factions as the
ideal, in some areas of the UK, such as the southeast, growing populations demand higher housing
density. In these dense urban environments, a
completely landscaped drainage system may not be
possible simply due to the lack of space or the ground
conditions. In cases such as these, solutions that rely
either wholly or partly on proprietary systems will be
necessary. There is therefore skill in understanding a
project’s specific requirements and creating the most
effective surface water management system.” sh

TOP Detention basin and pond at Great Western Park,
Didcot, Oxfordshire, which is being developed over
nine phases by a consortium led by Taylor Wimpey and
David Wilson Homes
ABOVE Section through Baca’s Amphibious House
before and during a flood event
ABOVE LEFT Tarmac Building Products has
developed a lightweight renovating plaster suited to
flood risk properties
LEFT ACO StormBrixx geocellular stormwater
management system being installed for surface water
infiltration and storage as part of a SuDS scheme
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